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“An explorer without observation is a bird without wings.”
—HANS HEBEINBURG

**North America**
Virginia, United States

“...you are your own country, and must either enjoy yourself, build an empire, found a church, or form a constitution...”
—Letter from John Hay to William Hay, 13th October 1639

Mercury, Anguilla

“I hope that the weather is not too far distant, when I shall see the liberty & hospitality of this country established upon a solid & permanent footing.”
—Letter from Sir John Byres to William Byres, 24th January 1695

**Africa**
Sofa Reena, Africa

“...there are three stories of the first Magistrates that occur upon in England, and I wish you may be happy in the third. Whichever my sovereign, except one of them be a Magistrate, which is about two degrees distant from it...”
—Letter from James Hay to John Hay, 25th December 1655

**Europe**
London, England

“...I find not that I have done anything that I could wish to have done...”
—Letter from John Milton to William Davenant, 15th February 1693

Hamburg, Germany

“I dare say we have not been very fortunate in our voyage from Denbrough; but if you please to return to it...”
—Letter from John Hay to John Hay, 15th January 1695

**Asia**
China, Teahua, India

“...the climate is not very cold, but the air is very dry...”
—Letter from John Hay to William Hay, 6th February 1652

Karno, Russia, India

“The Trade from India to China is at Present the most profitable, & by a similar Communication would greatly increase our Clime for our Subject, which has been so much
—Letter from John Hay to John Hay, 25th December 1655
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